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Abstract— With the explosive growth of the volume and
resolution of high-resolution remote-sensing (HRRS) images, the
management of them becomes a challenging task. The traditional content-based remote-sensing image retrieval (CBRSIR)
technologies cannot meet what we expect due to the large
volume of image archives and complex contents within HRRS
images. As a successful approximate nearest neighborhood (ANN)
search technique, Hash learning has received wide attention,
especially when deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs)
appear. Due to DCNNs’ strong capacity of feature learning, many
DCNN-based hashing methods have been proposed and achieved
good performance for large-scale CBRSIR tasks. Nevertheless,
their limitation is that a large of labeled training samples should
be collected for training the deep models. To overcome this
limitation, this article, therefore, develops a new supervised hash
learning method for the large-scale HRRS CBRSIR task based
on meta-learning, which could achieve well-retrieval performance
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with a few labeled training samples. First, taking the characteristics of HRRS into account, we develop a self-adaptive convolution
(SAP-Conv) block and design a hashing net based on the block.
SAP-Conv can learn robust features from HRRS images by
exploring their multiscale information. Second, to enhance the
generalization of the hashing net under a few labeled training
samples, the hash learning is formulated in a meta-way, and we
name it meta-hashing. Meta-hashing can effectively preserve the
similarities between support and query set, and the similarities
between samples within support set by the developed loss
function. To further improve the performance of meta-hashing,
we expand it to a dynamic version named dynamic-meta-hashing,
in which the numbers of support and query are changeable in
the training phase. Experimental results counted on the three
widely used HRRS datasets demonstrate our dynamic-metahashing and meta-hashing can achieve promising performance in
large-scale HRRS CBRSIR tasks based on a few training samples.
Our source codes are available at https://github.com/TangXuGroup/Meta-hashing.
Index Terms— Content-based remote-sensing images retrieval
(CBRSIR), meta-learning, supervised hash learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ITH the development of sensor technologies, the volume of remote-sensing (RS) images grows explosively
and the spatial resolution of RS images increases drastically.
These high-resolution RS (HRRS) images bring abundant earth
observation information which could help scholars to study
our planet deeply [1]–[6]. However, it is a tough task to
manage the large-scale HRRS image archives well. To deal
with this issue, content-based RS image retrieval (CBRSIR)
attracts researchers’ attention.
As a useful management tool, CBRSIR aims at organizing
RS images according to their contents [7], [8]. In general, a complete CBRSIR system contains a feature extraction/learning module, a similarity matching module, and a
re-ranking module [9]. Three modules focus on mapping RS
images into a proper feature space, measuring the similarities between RS images, and adjusting the retrieval results
according to the users’ opinions, respectively. The retrieval
precision and speed are often adopted to evaluate the performance of a CBRSIR system. The traditional CBRSIR
methods extract hand-crafted visual features from RS images
and adopt the exhaustive search scheme to accomplish the
retrieval process [10], [11]. Nevertheless, they cannot achieve
satisfactory results in the large-scale HRRS CBRSIR scenario
since: 1) the hand-crafted features are not able to fully explore
the complex contents within HRRS images and 2) the exhausting search is a time-consuming matching scheme. Recently,
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the deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) [12]–[14]
provide new opportunities for CBRSIR. The high-level features learned by DCNNs help the CBRSIR methods to achieve
remarkable retrieval precision. However, these deep features
are dense and high-dimensional. When the scale of HRRS
archives is large, the time costs of the exhaustive search
are unacceptable. To overcome this limitation, approximate
nearest neighbor (ANN) search [15] entries the CBRSIR
community.
Unlike the exhaustive search, ANN search only focuses on
the neighbors around the query image to enhance retrieval
efficiency. Among many solutions of the ANN search, hashing
is a useful one, which aims at mapping the images into the
binary discrete feature space so that the ANN search can
be completed efficiently and accurately [16]. In the last
decades, various hashing methods have been developed, and
they perform positively in different fields [17]. Especially
when DCNN appears, the performance of the deep hashing
is impressive [18]. In the RS community, deep hashing also
draws researchers’ eyes. Many deep hashing methods have
been proposed to deal with large-scale CBRISR tasks [19].
They accomplish retrieval from different aspects, such as
robust hashing features learning [20]–[23], and cross-model
RS images understanding [24], [25]. Also, these RS-oriented
deep hashing methods can be broadly classified into two
groups, i.e., supervised and unsupervised. Although they
have demonstrated some level of success in these application
domains, they have the following limitations. For unsupervised
techniques, the behavior of learned hash codes is always far
from satisfactory since they lack sufficient semantic information during the learning process. For supervised methods,
a bulk of labeled data should be collected to train the deep
hashing network, which is impractical in most RS applications.
When the volume of data with prior knowledge is limited, the
deep hashing models cannot be trained well for CBRSIR tasks.
Moreover, their generalization is not strong enough.
Considering the limitation mentioned above, is it possible
to develop a deep hashing method that can be trained by a few
samples and has a strong generalization ability? Fortunately,
the current hot topic, few-shot learning (FSL), can help us
to construct a deep hashing model at a small sample cost.
As a sub-area of machine learning, FSL aims to train a model
using a limited number of supervised samples [26]. To achieve
this goal, many methods and learning algorithms have been
proposed for FSL, such as meta-learning [27], [28], multitask learning [29], [30], and embedding learning [31], [32].
Meta-learning methods accomplish FSL in an episode way,
which could enhance the model’s generalization. By discovering the task-generic and task-specific knowledge, multi-task
learning approaches learn different tasks at the same time,
which can be adopted to complete FSL naturally. The key
point of embedding learning is mapping samples into a lowdimensional space, in which the inter-class and intra-class
samples could be compacted and dispersed, respectively. Due
to this property, the embedding learning methods require fewer
samples, which match the FSL smoothly.
Based on the above discussion, we propose a new deep
hashing network with the consideration of characteristics
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of HRRS images in this article. Besides, a meta-learning
algorithm, named meta-hashing, is developed to train our
model under the FSL paradigm, which could reduce the burden
of collecting labeled data and enhance the model’s generalization simultaneously. Specifically, the proposed hashing
network consists of a DCNN and a hashing layer. First,
to fully explore the multi-scale information and complex
contents from HRRS images, we develop a new self-adaptive
pyramid convolution (SAP-Conv) block and embed it into
ResNet18 [33]. To map the learned deep features into the hash
codes, we embed a hashing layer at the top of DCNN. Second,
rather than collecting a large number of labeled data to train
our model, the meta-hashing algorithm uses multiple episodes
with limited labeled HRRS images to obtain a transferable
hashing model. In addition, a specific hashing loss function is
defined to guarantee the usefulness of the learned hash codes,
which strictly follows the rules of meta-learning and hash
learning. Third, a dynamic N-way K -shot strategy is designed
to further improve the performance of meta-hashing. Besides
the image retrieval, the proposed methods can be used for
RS image content understanding applications, such as scene
classification, land covers searching, etc. Furthermore, their
helpfulness would be highlighted when the volume of labeled
data is small. From this point, our model is more practical
than the traditional hashing techniques introduced in the RS
community.
The main contributions of our method are as follows.
1) To complete the hash learning task for HRRS images,
we proposed an end-to-end deep hashing network. It can
fully explore the multi-scale information by the developed SAP-Conv block which is embedded in the hashing
network.
2) To train the proposed hashing network under the framework of FSL, we formulate the hash learning in a meta
way (i.e., meta-hashing). Through expanding data-based
learning to task-based learning, not only the number
of labeled samples can be reduced but also the generalization ability of the trained hashing model can be
enhanced. As far as we know, it is the first time to use
meta-learning in the CBRSIR community.
3) To satisfy the rules of hash learning under the metalearning paradigm, we first define the distance metric
for measuring the data cells. Then, the specific loss
function is constructed. It can: 1) preserve the similarity
relationships between HRRS images from the original
space to the hashing space and 2) compact and separate
the intra-class/inter-class HRRS images.
4) To further improve the performance of meta-hashing,
we expand the basic N-way K -shot strategy to the
dynamic version. By adjusting values of N and K
dynamically during the meta-learning process, the transferability of the trained model can be enhanced.
The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. The
published literature related to hashing in RS and FSL is
reviewed in Section II. The proposed deep hashing network
and meta-hashing algorithm are introduced in Section III.
Section IV displays the experiments and relevant discussion.
The conclusion is exhibited in Section V.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Hashing in Remote Sensing
In this section, to review the existing RS-oriented hashing
methods logically, we divide them into two groups according
to if there is a deep neural network in hash learning or not,
and we name them nondeep and deep hashing.
The nondeep hashing methods focus on adopting or developing specific hashing algorithms/functions to map the RS
images’ visual features into the binary hash codes. As early
as 2015, Demir and Bruzzone [34] applied two classical
hashing methods, the kernel-based unsupervised/supervised
hashing [35], [36], to encode RS images. Compared with the
typical visual features, although the retrieval precision based
on the obtained hash codes is slightly weaker, the retrieval
efficiency is enhanced distinctly. This confirms hash learning is
feasible in the RS community. To improve the performance of
hashing for RS images, a partial randomness hashing method
was proposed in the literature [37]. In this method, a part of
parameters of hashing functions was generated randomly and
the rest of the parameters were trained by RS images. Through
this co-play scheme, the obtained hash functions are effective.
The methods mentioned above only apply some existing hashing approaches to encode the HRRS images directly. Although
they can achieve an acceptable precision at a low cost of
time consumption in CBRSIR tasks, the characteristics of RS
images (such as objects in HRRS images are diverse in type
and huge in volume) are not taken into account. To overcome
this shortcoming, a method based on multiple hash codes
fusion scheme was proposed [38]. It first generates different
hash codes with the consideration of various properties of RS
images. Then, a multi-hash-code-matching strategy is used to
get the retrieval results. Another nondeep hashing method was
introduced in [39], in which the probabilistic latent model is
utilized to explore the semantics from RS images. By adding
the high-level information, the behavior of the final hash codes
is enhanced.
Although the nondeep hashing methods are feasible in
practice and reasonable in theory, their performance is limited
by the pre-obtained visual features. In contrast, deep hashing
approaches integrate feature learning and hash mapping by
the neural network. Due to the hierarchical structure and
nonlinear fitting capacity, deep hashing achieves high retrieval
precision and dominates the large-scale CBRSIR community.
The first deep hashing method for RS images may be the
deep hashing neural network (DHNN) which was proposed
in [20]. DHNN consists of a deep feature learning network
and a hash learning network, which focus on learning the
high-level semantics from RS images and the hash codes,
respectively. Through developing the hashing function with
the binary quantization and pairwise similarity constraints, the
discrete binary hash codes can be extracted from RS images in
an end-to-end manner. Based on DHNN, another deep hashing
network was presented in the literature [25] to deal with the
cross-source large-scale CBRSIR task. The mentioned two
hashing networks are developed based on feedforward DCNN.
Although their performance is promising, the distribution gaps
between continuous deep features and discrete hash codes are
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not considered. To overcome this limitation, Tang et al. [21]
proposed a semi-supervised deep adversarial hashing (SDAH)
model. In SDAH, the residual autoencoder is developed to
complete the feature learning. To bridge the gap between two
kinds of feature distributions, an adversarial network is added.
Its “true” input is a manual data which has discrete binary
values (0 and 1) and follows the uniform distribution. Through
the adversarial regularization, the continuous deep features
can be converted into the hash codes smoothly. Another
deep adversarial hashing network was introduced in [22],
which is named feature and hash (FAH) learning. To explore
information from RS images from different aspects, FAH
develops the specific feature learning network, which contains
the multi-scale and attention branches. Both the global, local,
and multi-scale knowledge can be represented by the learned
deep features. Meanwhile, the hashing network based on the
generative adversarial model is constructed to generate the
hash codes naturally.
B. FSL in Neural Networks
FSL is a challenging research topic in machine learning,
especially in the current deep era. The limited labeled samples in FSL cannot provide enough information to train a
deep neural network commonly. Therefore, some new models
(e.g., meta-learning) have been proposed to train the deep
neural network under the FSL scenario. In this section,
we divide the FSL methods in the neural network into two
parts for review. One is meta-learning-based methods and the
other one is non-meta-learning-based methods.
The meta-learning-based FSL (ML-FSL) methods train the
deep neural network in the episode manner. Through taskbased learning, the generalized network can be trained with
a few numbers of labeled data. ML-FSL methods are popular in many research areas. Snell et al. [40] proposed the
prototypical networks to deal with the few-shot classification
task, where a metric space is learned by a meta-learning
algorithm for performing the classification. A meta-learningbased few-shot segmentation network was developed in the
literature [41]. The authors use small subsets of training
images to mimic the few-shot settings. In each subset, one
image is regarded as the query data and the others are regarded
as the support data. Through training the DCNN using the
support data, the query image’s segmentation result can be
obtained by the cosine distances between its feature map
and class vectors corresponding to different support sets.
An ML-FSL-based object detection method was introduced
in [42]. In this method, the CentreNet [43] is decomposed
into class-generic and class-specific parts. The class-generic
part is trained regularly while the class-specific part is trained
in a meta-way. Then, the object detection is accomplished by
an incremental scheme.
The non-meta-learning-based FSL (NML-FSL) methods are
diverse. Many models can be used to complete FSL. A fewshot domain adaption method was introduced in [44] under
the framework of multi-task learning, where two variational
autoencoders are developed to mine the generic information
from the source and target tasks. A dynamic conditional
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network (DCN) was proposed for FSL according to the
theory of embedding learning [45]. DCN contains two subsets. One consists of a set of filters and the other consists of the adaptive weights that are used to combine the
filters linearly. Combining them together, the task embedding can be learned for conditional FSL. Under the generative modeling framework, a generative adversarial network
(GAN)-based FSL method was presented in the literature [46].
Due to the property of GAN, a sharp decision boundary
can be learned for the few-shot classification task in a
semi-supervised way.
Although the number of FSL studies is few, the significance of FSL is shown gradually in the RS community.
An FSL method was proposed to deal with hyperspectral
image (HSI) classification in [47]. Apart from constructing a
specific DCNN for HSIs, a meta-learning algorithm is also
developed to train the DCNN. The effectiveness and the
transferability of the trained model are demonstrated by the
cross-source experiments. Here, the cross-source experiments
denote that the training and testing HSIs are collected by
different sensors. Another HSI classification FSL method was
introduced in [48]. To handle the unseen category issue, a twophase relation network is developed. The network is trained in
the meta-way, which guarantees the generation of the model
and reduces the number of labeled data. In addition, transfer
learning and fine-tuning technologies are often considered in
FSL. Rostami et al. [49] proposed a deep transfer learning
method for few-shot synthetic aperture radar (SAR) image
classification. Two encoders are trained in optical RS and
SAR domains, respectively. Then, by transfer learning, the
SAR image classification can be completed with a few labeled
samples. A transfer learning and deep convolutional neural
network (TL-DeCNN) was proposed in [50] to classify HRRS
scenes based on few shot samples. Through transferring the
weights of three typical DCNNs, the RS scene classification
network can be fine-tuned by a few labeled samples. In [51],
a few-shot classification method was proposed for HSIs.
Combining the multitask transfer learning technique and the
fine-tune technology, the proposed Dirichlet-net can improve
classification performance.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
A. Preliminaries
Before explaining the details of the proposed hashing net
and meta-hashing algorithm, some preliminaries are introduced in this section, including supervised hash learning and
meta-learning.
1) Supervised Hash Learning: Supervised hash learning
focus on learning a mapping function Hθ (·) with sign activation function which is used to map images x into hash codes
b = sign(Hθ (x)), where θ is the parameters of hash model.
For hash learning, a key point is similarity preserving which
means the relationship between images should be maintained
into their hash codes. To this end, many methods optimize a
global objective based on triplet or contrastive loss to find
the optimal parameters θ . Here, we adopt the contrastive

function [52] to accomplish the main idea of hash learning



Ii j distance bi , b j
Lcontrastive =
i, j





 
+ 1 − Ii j max m − distance bi , b j , 0

s.t. bi , b j ∈ {−1, 1}L

(1)

where Ii j is the supervised indicator, Ii j = 1 (Ii j = 0)
means the i th and the j th images are similar (dissimilar),
bi and b j are the hash codes of i th and the j th images,
distance(bi , b j ) means the distance (i.e., Hamming distance)
between bi and b j which is used to evaluate the similarity in
the hashing space, m > 0 is a margin parameter, and L is the
length of hash codes. Since the hash codes are discrete, directly
optimizing the hash learning model is difficult. Therefore,
many hash learning methods will relax the discrete hash
codes into continuous value by tanh(·) activation function for
facilitating the optimization. Here, we use b̃i to indicate the
real-valued hash codes and b̃i = tanh(Hθ (xi ). In this case,
the Euclidean distance is always selected to replace Hamming
distance during the model training.
The supervised hash learning methods could obtain effective
hash model by minimizing the above objective. However, since
the intra-class diversity and inter-class similarity caused by the
complex types and varying resolutions of the objects within
HRRS images, many of the supervised hash learning methods
need to be optimized by enough labeled samples to obtain well
generalization for the large scale remained samples.
2) Meta-Learning: As a famous supervised method based
on meta-learning, ML-FSL has achieved encouraging performance in many applications, such as [40] and [41]. Many
of them decompose a single training objective with overall
observation of training samples into multiple sub-tasks. For
simple, we use T p ∼ P(T ) to denote the sub-task T p which
is sampled from task distribution P(T ). Suppose there are
M-classes in training set. In each one sub-task T p , there are
N-classes (N < M) mini training set which contains support
j =1,2,...,K
j
i=1,2,...,K
and query set {x Qr }r=1,2,...,N q , where K and
set {xiSr }r=1,2,...,N
K q are the number of support and query samples per class. One
talks about the N-way K -shot learning. Then, they employ
a network with parameters φ to produce a distribution over
j
classes for a query point x Qr based on a softmax over distances
to the class center in the embedding space
   
j


exp −distance fθ x Qr , cr
j
 .
  
pφ y = r |x Qr =
j
N
r  exp −distance f θ x Q r , cr 
(2)
The r -class center can be calculated as the mean vector of
the i -class support points, cr = (1/K ) iK fθ (xiSr ). Finally,
the learning proceeds can be completed by minimizing the
N
negative log-probability Lφ = −(1/K × N ) Kj
r log{ pφ
j
(y = r |x Qr )}.
Through learning in each one sub-task T p ∼ P(T ), many of
the FSL methods could achieve well generalization for largescale remained samples based on few-labeled training samples.
To explain the N-way K -shot learning clearly, we exhibit a
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Fig. 1. Schematic of four-way three-shot learning. There are six classes in
training set. Four classes data (with the gray background) are selected to be
mini training set for finishing sub-task T p . Each class data contain the support
set with three samples and the query set with seven samples.

four-way three-shot example in Fig. 1. There are six classes
and each class has ten samples. We select four of them
randomly to construct the mini training set for sub-task T p .
Three samples within each class are chosen as the support
samples, and the rest of samples are selected to be query
samples. Through varying the combinations within the mini
training set, a set of sub-tasks P(T ) can be established to
train the model at a small cost of labeled samples.
B. Problem We Want to Solve
As we mentioned before, the volume and resolution of
HRRS images are increasing with the development of the earth
observation technique, which introduces some new challenges
for HRRS image retrieval. First, the volume of HRRS images
is large, while the number of labeled samples is relatively
small. Therefore, how to learn an effective deep hashing model
with a few labeled samples is a critical problem that we need to
tackle. Second, the complex types and resolutions of HRRS
images will enrich the complexity of contents and increase
the intra-class diversity and inter-class similarity. Therefore,
our new deep hashing network should consider the diverse
contents within HRRS images and the intra- and inter-class
relationships between HRRS images. To achieve the goals
mentioned above, we develop the hashing net and metahashing method. First, we design the hashing net for learning
dense features with the consideration of complex contents
within HRRS images. Second, the meta-hashing algorithm is
developed to learn a practical and transferable hash model
using a few labeled training samples. Also, different distance
metrics are designed to separate/impact the inter-/intra-class
images.
C. Hashing Net
Taking the characteristics of RS images into account,
we develop hashing net in this section. First, we design a
new SAP-Conv block which is good at capturing the multiscale features. Second, we embed the SAP-Conv in the widely
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used ResNet18 [33] and add the hashing layer to construct
the hashing net. In detail, we replace the last 3 × 3 convolutional operation in ResNet18. To map the obtained multiscale features into hash codes, we add a hashing layer with
tanh(·) activation function on the top of hashing net. Note that,
we also add a classifier layer on the hashing layer since our
previous work [22] has proved the semantic information could
increase the discrimination of learned hash codes. The detailed
architecture of hashing net is described in the Section IV.
In the following paragraphs of this section, we focus on
introducing the SAP-Conv block.
The main idea of the SAP-Conv block is to explore the
multi-scale information without increasing the trained parameters. This will profit the network to learn robust features
when the number of training samples is few. The architecture
of SAP-Conv is shown in Fig. 2, which mainly contains two
components, i.e., pyramid convolution and scale self-adaptive
scheme. The pyramid convolution aims at learning multi-scale
features by the same filters. Then, the contributions of different
features corresponding to different scales are integrated using
the scale self-adaptive scheme for any specific tasks.
Pyramid convolution is designed based on dilated convolution [53]. Simply, we use the following formulation to denote
the dilated convolution:
fd = fin ⊗d w

(3)

where d indicates the dilation rate, fd is the outputs, fin denotes
the input features maps, and w means the parameters of
convolutional kernel. When d = 1, the dilated convolution
equals standard convolution. When d > 1, the dilated convolution has an enlarged receptive field compared with the
standard convolution. Taking 3 × 3 filters and d = 1, 2, 3 as
examples, the filters’ receptive fields are 3 × 3, 5 × 5 and
7 × 7, respectively, and the number of three filters’ parameters
are equal to that of 3 × 3. Based on these properties, which
the dilated convolution enlarges the receptive fields without
increasing parameters, we develop the pyramid convolution
here. The proposed model utilizes the same filters to convolute
the input feature maps in parallel paths with different dilation
rates. It can be formulated as
fd(i) = fin ⊗d=i w, i = [1, 2, 3, . . . , D]

(4)

where D is the number of scale level.
It is noted that there are two points we want to touch on.
First, in this article, the size of feature maps fd(i) is equal to
C  × H  × W  through the padding operation before dilated
convolutions. The reason is that the multi-scale information
of each pixel in x can be reflected by the same position in
fd(i) . Hence, the pyramid convolution would not introduce any
additional parameters. Second, the concept of the receptive
field can be understood from macro- and micro-perspectives.
From a macro-standpoint [54], the receptive field of a CNN
is the region of the input space. From a micro-view [53], the
CNN is constructed with the network unit, and each unit is a
convolution kernel. Thus, the receptive field of the convolution
kernel is kernel size. In this article, similar to [53], the receptive field here is discussed from the micro-perspective. In other
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Framework of proposed SAP-Conv block.

words, the receptive field is decided by the convolutional
kernels.
Scale self-adaptive scheme is developed to effectively integrate the multi-scale features fd(i) . Its main idea is that each
position p( j, k) of the fused features has different coefficients
for combining fd(i) together. Then, we have the following
function:
D

αi ( j, k) fd(i) ( j, k)
fsel f ( j, k) =
i=1

s.t.

D


αi ( j, k) = 1, 0 ≤ αi ( j, k) ≤ 1

(5)

i=1

where fself ( j, k) denotes the fused features in p( j, k), and
( j, k) ∈ (H , W  ). In addition, the coefficients αi ( j, k)
denotes the contribution of fd(i) ( j, k) to the fself ( j, k).
For calculating the coefficients αi ( j, k), there are three
steps. First, the ReLU activation function is applied on these
obtained multi-scale features to add the nonlinearity
 
(6)
gd(i) = ReLU fd(i)
where gd(i) ∈ RC ×H ×W . Second, for each gd(i) , we combine
each position’s information by summing them together along
with the channel. This operation can be denoted as








θd(i)

=

C


gd(i)

(7)

c=1

θd(i)





∈ R H ×W . Since the sum operation for each
where
scale features fd(i) will lead to different value range, therefore,
θd(i) is normalized into the same scale (0, 1) for effectively
comparing. At last, for each position p( j, k) of the fused
features, a softmax function is employed for highlighting the
important scale features and weakening the others. This can
be formulated as
(i)

αi ( j, k) =

e θd

( j,k)

D
θd(n) ( j,k)
n=1 e

.

(8)

where ( j, k) ∈ (H , W  ). Then, for calculating simply, Ai ∈


R H ×W are obtained by stacking αi ( j, k) together. we name Ai
scale attention map since it indicates the different contributions
of fd(i) . When each scale attention map Ai is obtained, the
multi-scale features fd(i) can be fused as follows:
f=

D


(i)

Ai  f d

(9)

i=1






where f ∈ RC ×H ×W ,  means the elementwise product.
Then, in accordance with the traditional CNNs, f can be
passed with the general operation, i.e., activation functions
and pooling.
Note that, there is another point we want to further explore.
As we present above, θd(i) is normalized into (0, 1) for
effectively comparing them. However, the softmax function
in this value range could not highlight the important scale
features enough. For example, suppose D = 3, θd(1) ( j, k) = 1,
θd(2) ( j, k) = 0.01 and θd(3) ( j, k) = 0.01, the coefficients can
be calculated as, α1 ( j, k) ≈ 0.5737, α2 ( j, k) ≈ 0.2132,
α3 ( j, k) ≈ 0.2132. For improving the ability of highlighting important multi-scale features, the following strategy is
introduced:
1
σd(i) =
(10)
− log2 θd(i)
(i)

αi ( j, k) =

eσd

( j,k)

D
σd(n) ( j,k)
n=1 e

.

(11)

By this strategy, suppose D = 3, θd(1) ( j, k) = 1, θd(2) ( j, k) =
0.01 and θd(3) ( j, k) = 0.01, the coefficients can be calculated
as, α1 ( j, k) ≈ 1 , α2 ( j, k) ≈ 0 , α3 ( j, k) ≈ 0 . As the
results show, the most important features fd(1) ( j, k) has the
most contribution.
The proposed scale self-adaptive scheme has a similar
function to the popular spatial attention scheme. However,
the normal spatial attention mechanisms aim at emphasizing
the important spatial information to explore the multi-scale
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the distances in meta-hashing. The points with same color means they belong to same class. Optimizing these distances could make
the similar data points to be closer and dissimilar data points to be farther that margin.

knowledge. At the same time, our scale self-adaptive scheme
pays more attention to fuse features with different scales.
D. Meta-Hashing
To complete the learning hash model based on few-labeled
samples, we develop the meta-hashing algorithm. For the sake
of clarity, we will introduce meta-hashing in two aspects,
including learning in one sub-task T p and learning in task
distribution P(T ).
1) Learning in One Sub-Task T p : In accordance with the
i=1,2,...,K
N-way K -shot learning, there are the support set {xiSr }r=1,2,...,N
j =1,2,...,K q
j
and query set {x Qr }r=1,2,...,N in the task T p , where {x Sr } ∩
{x Qr } = ∅. Their real-valued hash codes can be denoted
j =1,2,...,K
j
i=1,2,...,K
by {b̃iSr }r=1,2,...,N
and {b̃ Qr }r=1,2,...,N q . To maintain images’
relationships into hashing space, we expect the distances of
same classes samples are smaller than that of other dissimilar
classes samples by a margin in the hashing space. To tackle
the impact caused by the intra-class diversity and inter-class
similarity, we minimize three kinds of distances, including
the intra-distances Dintra between the same classes support
samples and pseudo centers, the intra-distances Dsame between
the same classes query samples and pseudo centers, and the
inter-distances Ddiff between different classes support samples
and query samples. For convenient interpretation, we have
shown them in Fig. 3.
a) Dintra and Dsame : Before computing the distance Dintra
and Dsame , we need to define the pseudo centers. For each
j
one query sample’s real-valued hash codes b̃ Qr , we calculate
a pseudo center c̃rj by the following three steps. First, we comj
pute the distances between b̃ Qr and {b̃iSr }i=1,2,...,K , which indicated by {drj i }i=1,2,...,K . Second, finding the nearest and farthest
j min
j max
samples (b̃ Sr and b̃ Sr ) through indexing the samples with
minimum and maximum distances in {drj i }i=1,2,...,K . Finally,
the pseudo center c̃ri is calculated as
j min

j max

+ b̃ Sr
.
(12)
2
Once we obtain the pseudo center c̃rj , three r th class data
j
j max
j min
points b̃ Qr , b̃ Sr , b̃ Sr could be used to compute the distance
c̃rj =

b̃ Sr

j

j
as follows:
Dintra and Dsame
j

j min

Dintra = b̃ Sr

j max

− c̃rj 22 + b̃ Sr



j min
Dintra

j
Dsame

=

j
b̃ Qr

−

− c̃rj 22



(13)

j max
Dintra

c̃rj 22 .

(14)

Note that, there are K q query samples belonging to r th class
in task T p . Such that, for r -class, we can obtain the Dintra (r )
and Dsame (r ) as follows:
Dintra (r ) =

Kq
1  j
D
K q j intra

(15)

Dsame (r ) =

Kq
1  j
D .
K q j same

(16)

In the end, for task T p , we minimize the following objective
function to regularize all the similar samples to be mapped
closer in hashing space:
N
1 
{Dintra (r ) + Dsame (r )}.
(17)
Lsame =
N r
b) Ddiff : To maintain the relationship between dissimilar
samples, we employ a penalty term on the dissimilar samples
when the distance between their hash codes is smaller than
a margin m. For clarity, we also introduce how to compute
j
j
the Ddiff for the particular query sample b̃ Qr first. Then the
objective function can be calculated by the mean value of all
j
the query samples’ Ddiff in task T p .
j
For the r -class query sample b̃ Qr , we compute all the
j
j
distances between b̃ Qr and dissimilar support samples b̃ Sr  .
j i i=1,2,...,K
{drr  }r  =r,r  =1,2,...,N is adopted to denote the computed distances. In general, we can obtain the objective function for
j
b Qr as follows:
N 
K



1
ji
L=
max m − drr  , 0 .
(18)
(N − 1) × K r  i
Minimizing this objective function is useful for regularizing
the dissimilar data points into dissimilar hash codes. However,
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ji

since each drr  has the same contribution in (9), the hash
learning model cannot concentrate on the “hard” samples
which mean the samples are from different classes but have
high inter-class similarities. Intuitively, if the model can map
“hard” samples into correct hash codes, the other samples can
also be mapped correctly.
To make the model focus on the “hard” samples, we formulate the objective function based on distances between the
j
“hard” samples. For the query b Qr and r  -class support set,
we find the minimum distance, as follows:
j min

drr 

j1

j2

jK

= min drr  , drr  , . . . , drr  .

(19)

Then, for the r -class query and r  -class support sets, we can
obtain all the “hard” samples’ distances as follows:
Kq


 
1 
j min
max m − drr  , 0 .
Ddiff rr =
Kq j

(20)

In the end, for task T p , we minimize the following objective
to regularize the dissimilar samples to be mapped into hashing
space with the distances that are bigger than m:

 
1
Ddiff rr  .
N × (N − 1) r r 
N

Ldiff =

N

(21)

2) Learning in Task T p ∼ P(T ): Suppose the number of
tasks is T . For each task, we randomly select N classes from
dataset, where N < M. For each class, we randomly sample
K and K q images as the support set and query set from the
training set. In addition, as our developed hashing net that adds
the classifier layer on the hashing layer, we utilize the crossentropy loss function to boost the discrimination of learned
hash codes. Hence, we optimize the hash learning model in
each task through minimizing the following objective:
Lsimilarity = Lsame + Ldiff + αLcross-entropy

Algorithm 1 Meta-Hashing and Dynamic-Meta-Hashing
Input: Training image set, the number of classes sampled per
task N, the number of support and query samples per class
K and K q (their summation equals the number of training
samples per class), maximum number of task T , margin
parameter m.
Output: The optimized meta-hashing model with parameter
θ;
1: Initialize θ ;
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
3:
if dynamic-meta-hashing then
//dynamic-meta-hashing
Randomly fix N, K and K q ;
4:
end if
Randomly select N classes from dataset;
Randomly sample K and K q images per class as the
support set and query set;
Compute the distances between support and query
samples using (15), (16) and (20);
Optimize θ by minimizing (22);
5: end for
6: Return θ

(22)

where α is the hyper-parameter which is used to control the
contribution of the last item.
As we mentioned before, we use tanh(·) activation function
on the lash layer for relaxing the discrete hash codes into realvalued hash codes. Therefore, to make the real-valued hash
codes close to the discrete codes, we simply use large margin
m. Once the hash model is completely optimized, we replace
the tanh(·) by sign(·) activation function for generating discrete hash codes. For clarity, we provide Algorithm 1 to detail
the procedure of meta-hashing.
E. Dynamic-Meta-Hashing
Generally, the N and K are fixed in ML-FSL methods.
In this article, we expand our meta-hashing algorithm into a
dynamic version, named dynamic-meta-hashing, for boosting
the robustness of hashing model. It means the N and K are
randomly changing when the training process is conducted in
multiple sub-tasks. Note that, the changeable N and K should
be smaller than the number of all classes M and the numbers
of samples per classes in training set. The detail the procedure
of dynamic-meta-hashing is displayed in Algorithm 1. The
main idea of the proposed dynamic meta-hashing is changing

the number of classes N and support samples K could introduce different inter-class similarity and intra-class diversity.
Intuitively, with increasing the number of classes N, the
higher inter-class similarity will be introduced in the current
tasks. Meanwhile, when increasing the number K , the intraclass diversity will impact the hash model a lot. Therefore,
dynamically adjusting N and K could boost the robustness
and performance of meta-hashing. The positive experimental
results also confirm this idea. The implementation details are
displayed in Section IV-B.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Datasets
To validate the performance of our methods, including the
meta-hashing and dynamic meta-hashing, we conduct extensive experiments on three published HRRS datasets.
1) UCMerced: This dataset was published by the University
of California at Merced (UCMerced) [55]. There are 21 scene
categories and each category contains 100 HRRS images with
size of 256 × 256. The spatial resolution is 0.3 m/pixel in the
RGB color space. Some examples and the semantic categories
of the UCMerced dataset are displayed in Fig. 4.
2) AID: The aerial image dataset (AID) was introduced by
the Wuhan University [56] which is made up of 30 aerial scene
classes and has 10 000 images. The number of samples in each
category varies from 200 to 420, the spatial resolution of RS
images changes from 0.5 to 8 m, and the sizes of images are
600 × 600. Some examples and their semantics of this dataset
are shown in Fig. 5.
3) NWPU: This dataset was published by Northwestern
Polytechnical University (NWPU) [57] that contains 31 500 RS
images which have been divided into 45 scene categories. Each
category includes 700 images with size of 256 × 256 in RGB
color space. The spatial resolution varies from about 30 to
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Fig. 4.

Snapshot of different scenes in the UCMerced dataset.

Fig. 5.

Snapshot of different scenes in the AID dataset.

0.2 m/pixel. The highly overlapping contents make the dataset
more challenging in the retrieval task, and some examples and
their classes are displayed in Fig. 6.
B. Experimental Settings
1) Implementation Details: We accomplish the metahashing and dynamic-meta-hashing methods on the developed
hashing network whose architecture is displayed in Table I.
As shown in this table, we replace the last 3 × 3 convolution
of ResNet18 by our SAP-Conv block and set the scale level
D = 3. Besides, we initial the ResNet18 (except the classifier
layer) by the pre-trained parameters which are obtained using
the ImageNet dataset [58], and other parts of our hashing
net (i.e., hashing layer, SAP-Conv block, and the classifier
layer) are initialized randomly. For validating the generation
of our methods, we construct three different training sets for
each dataset. Specifically, for the UCMerced, AID, and NWPU
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datasets, we randomly select five, eight, and ten images per
class to construct three kinds of training sets. Corresponding
to each training sets, the reminded samples are adopted as
the query sets for completing the retrieval tasks based on all
samples in these datasets. Here, the PyTorch platform [59]
and the Adam optimization algorithm [60] are adopted to
accomplish the training process. In the following experiments,
unless otherwise stated, the maximum number of task T , the
weight decay parameter, and the initial learning rate are set to
be 10 000, 0.0005, and 0.0001, respectively. Also, the values
of learning rate are divided by ten when the number of tasks is
in multiples of 5000. By default, we set the margin parameter
m = 24, 32, 40, 48 when the hash codes lengths are 24, 32, 40,
48, and the parameters α = 1.0 for the rest of experiments. The
influence of these free parameters is discussed in Section IV-E.
Note that, for meta-hashing, we fix N = 5 for all experiments. For dynamic-meta-hashing, the number of N are
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Snapshot of different scenes in the NWPU dataset.

TABLE I
A RCHITECTURES FOR H ASHING N ET. B UILDING B LOCKS ARE S HOWN IN
B RACKETS , W ITH THE N UMBERS OF B LOCKS S TACKED

randomly selected in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] with each steps for
all experiments. Considering the different number of training
samples, we summarize the configurations about the number
of support set K and query set K q in Table II.
2) Compared Methods: To the best of our knowledge, the
number of hashing methods for CBRSIR under the paradigm

the FSL or meta-learning is few. Such that, to verify if our
methods are effective or not, we select several different kinds
of hash learning methods as the compared methods, including supervised hashing, semi-supervised hashing, and finetune-based hashing methods. Specifically, supervised methods
contain deep supervised hashing (DSH) [61] and feature and
hash learning (FAH) [22]. For the semi-supervised methods,
they are semi-supervised deep hashing (SSDH) [62] and semisupervised deep adversarial hashing (SDAH) [21]. The finetune-based method is metric and hash-code learning network
(MHCLN) [63].
We further adopt two metric learning-based methods for
comparison with our proposed solutions. One is the prototypical network [40]. Here, the last fully connected layers’
outputs of the prototypical network are used to complete the
retrieval task. The other one is the deep meta-metric learning
(DMML) [64], in which the specific distance metric between
samples is learned in the meta manner and the obtained metric
is chosen to accomplish our retrieval task.
For the sake of fairness, all of the compared methods’
dense feature learning parts are replaced by our hashing net
(i.e., ResNet18 with SAP-Conv block). For DSH, FAH, SDAH,
SSDH, and MHCLN, the mini-batch size is set at 64, total
iterations are equal to 10 000, the initial learning rate is 0.0001.
We also divide the learning rate by ten every 5000 iterations.
For prototypical network and DMML, we set N and K to
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TABLE II
C ONFIGURATIONS A BOUT THE N UMBER OF S UPPORT S ET K AND Q UERY S ET K q

be the same with our meta-hashing (see Table II). Since the
supervised methods (such as DSH and FAH) cannot be trained
using the limited labeled samples, the data augmentations
(including random cropping, horizontal flipping, and vertical
flipping) are adopted to enrich the datasets ensure different
methods’ behavior. The diversity rather than the volume of
training samples is enhanced after the data augmentation.
Finally, all of the experiments are conducted on an
HP-Z840-Workstation with Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650, TITAN
Xp, 256G RAM, and Ubuntu OS 16.04.
3) Evaluation Metrics: Two widely used evaluation metrics
are selected to assess the retrieval performance [22], including
the mean average precision (MAP) and precision–recall curve
(PR-curve). MAP reflects the overall retrieval accuracy with
the consideration of position information, while PR-curve
represents the variation between the retrieval precision and
recall [65]. Here, the MAP can be calculated as follows:
MAP =

|Q|
Ni
1  1 
precision(Rik )
|Q| i=1 Ni i=1

(23)

where |Q| is the size of the query set. Specifically, qi ∈ Q is
a query image, Ni is the number of relevant images to qi in
the retrieval database. Suppose the relevant images are ordered
as {ri , r2 , . . . , r Ni }, Rik is the set of ranked results from the
top result until we get to rk point. Note that, we count the
MAP values on the top 20 retrieval results as an ideal retrieval
system should rank more relevant results on the top positions.
Here, relevant results mean the retrieved HRRS images have
the same semantics as the query images. Specifically, for
the hash learning methods (i.e., dynamic-meta-hashing, metahashing, FAH, DSH, SSDH, and SDAH), we rank the relevant
results based on Hamming distance. For the metric learning
methods (i.e., DMML and protopical network), the retrieval
results are ranked based on Euclidean distance.
C. Overall Performance
1) Mean Average Precision: In this section, we report the
MAP scores of our model and other compared methods.
As described above, we construct three kinds of training
sets for each dataset. Here, we recall them UCMerced5, UCMerced-8, UCMerced-10, AID-5, AID-8, AID-10,
NWPU-5, NWPU-8, and NWPU-10 for short. The MAP
scores of different methods are summarized in Table III. In this
table, the best results are bold for clarity. From observing
these results, we can find that our models can achieve the
best performance.
1) Compared With Conventional Hashing Methods: It is
easy for us to can find that the meta-learning-based
methods (i.e., dynamic-meta-hashing, meta-hashing,

DMML, and prototypical network) outperform traditional hashing methods across different hash codes with
diverse bits and datasets in most cases, especially when
the number of training samples is small. Taking the
results based on UCMereced-5 (24-bits) as examples,
compared with the best conventional method (SSDH),
the improvements of meta-learning-based methods are
5.93% (dynamic-meta-hashing), 6.04% (meta-hashing),
5.29% (DMML), and 1.36% (prototypical network),
respectively. The promising results show that the metalearning can bring a good generalization based on a
few labeled training samples. It is worth noting that
the performance of conventional methods is enhanced
with the increasing of the volume of training samples.
Taking the UCMerced-10 (24 bits) as examples, the
best method (SSDH) among the conventional methods
outperforms DMML and prototypical network by 0.32%
and 3.48%, respectively. The reason behind this is that
the key idea of DMML and prototypical network is
to minimize the distances between query samples and
support set. However, they do not take the relationships
between the samples within support sets into account.
Back to our developed methods (dynamic-meta-hashing
and meta-hashing), benefiting from the designed strategies for preserving the similarities between the samples within support sets and the resemblance between
the query and support samples, their performance is
more superior than that of the conventional hashing
methods even though the number of training samples is
increasing. For instance, for the UCMerced-10 (24 bits),
the dynamic-meta-hashing and meta-hashing outperform
SSDH by 2.01% and 1.07%, respectively.
2) Compared With Meta-Learning-Based Methods: The
behavior of the proposed models (dynamic-metahashing and meta-hashing comparison) is stronger
than that of other meta-learning-based methods in
most cases (DMML and prototypical network). Taking
AID-5 (32-bits) as an example, the improvements of
dynamic-meta-hashing are 2.16% (DMML) and 4.17%
(prototypical network), while the enhancements of metahashing are 1.04% (DMML) and 3.59% (prototypical
network). An interesting observation is that DMML
can achieve competitive results sometimes. The reason is that DMML is a metric learning method in
which the retrieval results are obtained by the learned
distances between samples rather than calculating the
Hamming distances between hash codes. Nevertheless,
its efficiency is relatively low compared with our models
since the Hamming distance could be computed by the
efficient bit-wise XOR operation. The details of retrieval
speed will be discussed in Section IV-F.
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TABLE III
MAP VALUES (%) OF D IFFERENT M ETHODS C OUNTED BY THE T OP 20 R ETRIEVAL R ESULTS A CROSS THE D IFFERENT L ENGTH
OF H ASH C ODES AND D IFFERENT D ATASETS

3) Dynamic-Meta-Hashing and Meta-Hashing Comparison: From observing the MAP values of dynamicmeta-hashing and meta-hashing across different hash
bits and datasets, we find the dynamic-meta-hashing
outperforms the meta-hashing in most cases, especially
when the datasets are complex. Taking the results of
AID-8 as examples, compared with the meta-hashing
method, the improvements of dynamic-meta-hashing are
1.22% (24-bits), 1.63% (32-bits), 0.18% (40-bits), and
0.10% (48-bits), respectively. When the datasets are
more complex, the performance gain of dynamic-metahashing tends to be large. For NWPU-8, the enhancements of dynamic-meta-hashing are 3.2% (24-bits),
3.33% (32-bits), 3.98% (40-bits), and 3.76% (48-bits)
compared with the meta-hashing method. The contents
discussed above illustrate the following points. First,
adjusting the values of N and K dynamically during
the training procedure can help the model to explore
complex contents within the HRRS images. Second,
by changing the values of N and K randomly, the
generalization of the model can be improved further.

Apart from the contents discussed above, there are some
notable points we want to further explain. Sometimes, the
behavior of meta-hashing is weaker than that of dynamicmeta-hashing. For instance, the meta-hashing method can
outperform the dynamic method by 0.11% (UCMerced-5,
24-bits), 0.61% (UCMerced-8, 48-bits), 0.05% (UCMerced10, 40-bits), and 1.19% (AID-10, 24-bits). This is due to the
parameter settings. In detail, during the training process, we set
values of the number of training samples per class and the
hyper-parameters m and α equally for two models. However,
their contributions would be varied for different datasets.
Nevertheless, dynamic-meta-hashing still outperforms metahashing in most cases, which confirms our dynamic boosting
scheme is effective. The encouraging results discussed above
prove the superiority of our models.
2) Visual Results: To further study the performance of our
models and compared methods, we draw the precision and
recall curves of all methods based on different code lengths
and datasets in Fig. 7. From observing these curves, we can
easily find that the areas under the precision and recall curves
of our dynamic-meta-hashing and meta-hashing are larger than
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that of other methods. This demonstrates that our models
outperform the compared method directly. There is another
point we want to touch on, that is, the precision values of
DMML and the prototypical network is dropped fast with
their recall values increase. The reasons can be concluded as
two aspects. The first one is that DMML and the prototypical
network do not take the relationships between the samples
within support sets into account which may lead the training
samples cannot be embedded compactly. The other one is
there are no additional terms in DMML and prototypical network’s objective functions to penalize the distances between
negative samples. This would decrease the discrimination of
clusters belonging to different classes. In contrast, for some
other hash learning methods including dynamic-meta-hashing,
meta-hashing, DSH, and SSDH, they adopt a large margin
(i.e., larger than 24 in dynamic-meta-hashing and metahashing, 24 in DSH and 3 in SSDH) to penalize the distances
between negative samples. Consequently, their precision values are stable with the recall values increase.
To confirm the above observations, we also study the structure of different retrieval codes. Due to the space limitations,
we depict the visual structure of the retrieval codes obtained
by all compared methods in UCMerced-10 (24-bits), AID-10
(24-bits), and NWPU-10 (24-bits) datasets. For showing their
structure clearly, we adopt the t-distributed stochastic neighbor
embedding (t-sne) algorithm [66] to reduce the dimension of
the retrieval codes into 2-D space and exhibit them in Fig. 8.
From observing these pictures, we can easily find that the clusters of the hash learning methods (i.e., dynamic-meta-hashing,
meta-hashing, DSH, and SSDH) which adopt the large margin
to restrict the distances between negative samples are more
compact. While, for the DMML and prototypical network,
their clusters are a little loose as there are no penalty terms
to control the distances between negative samples. As shown
in all the pictures, we can find the clusters of our methods
are more distinct and clean than others. These positive results
demonstrate the discrimination of retrieval codes obtained by
our methods is high which is beneficial to the HRRS image
retrieval task.
Besides the precision and recall curves and feature structure,
we also provide some visual retrieval examples of different
methods using 24-bits codes. Three HRRS images are selected
from UCMerced-10, AID-10, and NWPU-10 randomly, and
their top ten retrieval results are exhibited. From the observation of visual retrieval examples, the superiorities of our
models are confirmed again. The details can be found in the
Supplementary Material.
D. Effectiveness of SAP-Conv Block
In Section III-C, we develop the SAP-Conv block and
embed it into ResNet18 to construct our hashing net.
SAP-Conv aims at capturing the multi-scale features from
HRRS images, so that the rich objects can be explored.
To study SAP-Conv’s contributions to our model, we conduct
the following ablation experiments. First, we construct two
networks for generating the hash codes, they are as follows.
Net1: Resnet18+Hashing-Layer+Classifier-Layer.
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Net2:
Resnet18+SAP-Conv+Hashing-Layer+ClassifierLayer.
Then, the proposed meta-hashing and dynamic metahashing algorithms are used to train them, respectively. Net1
is the proposed hashing net without the SAP-Conv block, and
Net2 is our hashing net. Their retrieval results of different
datasets based on diverse hash codes are exhibited in Fig. 9.
From observing them, we can easily find that Net2 outperforms Net1 in all cases, which confirms the usefulness of the
proposed SAP-Conv block.
E. Parameters Analysis
In this section, we study the influence of two free parameters (i.e., α and the margin m) used in our methods. For
clarity, we select three datasets (i.e., UCMerced-8, AID-8, and
NWPU-8) and set the code length to be 32 bits to analyze their
influence. First, we fix m = 32.0 and vary the value of α in
[0.0, 1.0] for studying the influence of α. Then we keep α to
be 1 and change the value of m in [2.0, 32.0] to analyze its
contributions. The results are summarized in Figs. 10 and 11,
respectively.
1) Parameter α: From observing Fig. 10, we can find the
following points.
1) For the UCMerced-8 dataset, the behavior of metahashing is getting strong when the values of al pha
increase. For instance, when α = 0.0 the MAP value
of meta-hashing is 87.62%. While when α = 0.20 the
MAP value of meta-hashing is 90.32%. There is a distinct performance gap between them, which means the
larger α the better performance for meta-hashing. When
α ∈ [0.20, 1.0], meta-hashing performs steadily. Meanwhile, due to the dynamic scheme, the performance
of dynamic-meta-hashing fluctuates slightly. Its MAP
values always stay around 91% when α ∈ [0.0, 1.0].
Also, the tendency of dynamic-meta-hashing behavior
is upward with the increasing α.
2) For the AID-8 dataset, similar to the results of
UCMerced-8, when the values of al pha become larger
the performance of dynamic-meta-hashing and metahashing gets better. For meta-hashing, its MAP values
grow from 77.34% to 81.23% when al pha increases
from 0.0 to 0.4. When al pha ∈ [0.4, 1.0], its MAP
values equal 81% approximately and the peak value
(81.97%) can be reached at al pha = 0.8. For dynamicmeta-hashing, the MAP values increase from 74.02%
to 80.94% when al pha increases from 0.0 to 0.2.
When α ∈ [0.2, 1.0], dynamic-meta-hashing performs
steadily and performance peak value (82.38%) appears
at al pha = 1.0.
3) For the NWPU-8 dataset, the MAP values of dynamicmeta-hashing and meta-hashing are both raising with
increasing al pha. In detail, the MAP values of dynamicmeta-hashing and meta-hashing are 64.46% and 50.99%
when α = 0.0. Their MAP values can be reached
73.08% and 69.75% at α = 1.0, respectively.
2) Parameter m: From observing Fig. 11, the following
points can be summarized.
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Fig. 7.
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Precision and recall curves of all the methods across diverse bits and datasets.

1) For the UCMerced-8 dataset, the MAP values of
dynamic-meta-hashing are ranged in [88.81, 91.82]
when m ∈ [2.0, 32.0] and the peak value (91.82%) is

obtained at m = 16.0. For meta-hashing, m impacts its
performance distinctly. For instance, its MAP value is
80.24% when m = 2.0 and its peak value (90.52%)
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Fig. 8. Two-dimensional scatterplots of different retrieval codes obtained by t-sne over all datasets. The relationships between number ID and categories is
same with the Figs. 3–5.

appears at m = 16.0. Also, when m ∈ [16.0, 32.0],
the MAP values of meta-hashing are stable which stay
around 90%.
2) For the AID-8 dataset, we also find the dynamic-metahashing could obtain a relatively stable MAP values
(about 82%) when m ∈ [2.0, 32.0] and the peak value
(82.38%) is reached at m = 32.0. For the metahashing model, increasing the value of m could bring
the performance enhancement. In detail, the MAP value
of meta-hashing is 77.90% when m = 2.0 and 81.40%
(peak value) when m = 24.0. When m ∈ [20.0, 32.0],
the MAP values of meta-hashing stay around 81%.
3) For the NWPU-8 dataset, similar to the observations of
the other two datasets, the MAP values of dynamicmeta-hashing are stable (around 73%) when m ∈
[2.0, 32.0] and the peak value (74.76%) is achieved at
m = 20.0. While the behavior of meta-hashing is getting

stronger with the increasing the values of m. In detail,
the its MAP value is 51.14% when m = 2.0, and it
will be as high as 73.39% when m = 24.0. When
m ∈ [24, 32], the MAP values of meta-hashing are stable
(around 70%).
Based on the contents discussed above, we can obtain
the following two conclusions. First, the performance of
dynamic-meta-hashing and meta-hashing could be improved
when α increases, especially for the complex and large-scale
HRRS image dataset (i.e., NWPU-8). Taking all the results
into account, we suggest α ∈ [0.8, 1.0] is an appropriate configuration for dynamic-meta-hashing and meta-hashing
methods. Second, for the margin m, dynamic-meta-hashing
could achieve well performance when m ∈ [2.0, 32.0] and
meta-hashing obtain the competitive performance when m ∈
[24.0, 32.0]. In particular, all the experiments about m are
conducted by the length of hash codes is fixed 32. Therefore,
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Fig. 9. Retrieval performance of Net1 (hashing net without the SAP-Conv block) and Net2 (hashing net) with diverse hash codes counted on different
datasets. Two nets are trained by (a) meta-hashing algorithm and (b) dynamic-meta-hashing algorithm.

Fig. 10.

Influence of parameter α on the UCMerced/AID/NWPU-8 datasets.

Fig. 11.

Influence of parameter m on the UCMerced/AID/NWPU-8 datasets.

to apply our methods easily in the HRRS image retrieval task,
we suggest the value of m can be equal to the code length.
F. Retrieval Speed Discussion
As we mentioned in Section III, the retrieval speed based on
hash codes is faster than the common features (i.e., continuous
and dense visual representation). To validate it, we compare

the time costs of retrieval based on hash codes and common features. Other factors, such as data reading and code
extracting, are not taken into account since their influence on
different methods is the same as each other. Before conducting
the time-cost experiments, we assume that the following two
preliminary works have been done. First, all of the compared methods in this article have been optimized. Second,
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TABLE IV
R ETRIEVAL S PEED BASED ON H ASH C ODES AND F EATURES
(U NIT: M ILLISECOND )

we have used the optimized models to generate the hash
codes/common features for HRRS images within the database.
To compare the retrieval speed extensively, we construct the
target achieves with different sizes (i.e., 10 000, 15 000, 20 000,
25 000, 30 000) using the NWPU-8 dataset and randomly select
100 samples as the queries to compute the average retrieval
time. Note that, we just compare the time cost of similarity
calculation between meta-hashing (which retrieves based on
hash codes) and DMML (which retrieves based on common
features), since the time consummation of other methods
is similar to each other. Particularly, for meta-hashing and
DMML, we use Hamming distance and Euclidean distance to
measure the similarities, respectively. Also, we conduct these
experiments ten times and take the average values as the final
results which are summarized in Table IV. From comparing
the retrieval time between meta-hashing and DMML across
different code lengths, we can easily find hash codes could
well improve the retrieval speed distinctly, especially when
the size of the target archive is large. The reason is that
the Hamming distance can be computed by the efficient bitwise XOR operation. The positive results demonstrate the hash
learning methods could enhance the retrieval efficiency for
large-scale HRRS image retrieval tasks.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this article, taking the characteristics of HRRS images
into account, we develop a new supervised hash learning
method (named meta-hashing) for HRRS image retrieval under
the paradigm of FSL, in which the problem of hash code
learning is completed in a meta-way. Therefore, not only the
issue of few labeled training samples in the RS community
can be addressed but also the generalization of our hashing
model can be enhanced. First, considering the properties of
diverse types of HRRS images, we design SAP-Conv block for
fully capturing the multi-scale features within HRRS images
and embed this block into our hashing net. Second, to learn
an effective hash model by a few labeled training samples,
we develop the meta-hashing method which accomplishes the
hash learning based on the way of task learning so that the
generalization of the learned model can be ensured. Metahashing can preserve the similarities between the samples
in each task by optimizing three kinds of distances. These
distances not only take the relationships between the support set and query set into account but also consider the
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relationships between the samples within the support set.
The positive results demonstrate our hash learning method
can get competitive retrieval performance under the scenario
of a few training samples. Besides, to further improve the
performance of meta-hashing, we construct the dynamic-metahashing method. It means the numbers of support and query
images in each task are changeable during the training. The
extensively experimental results counted on the widely used
HRRS images datasets demonstrate the dynamic-meta-hashing
method could enhance the retrieval performance to a certain
extent.
Although the proposed meta-hashing achieves encouraging
retrieval performance under the FSL scenario, its limitations
cannot be neglected. For instance, the pseudo center generation
strategy [see (12)] emphasizes the contributions of query
samples and ignores support samples. Thus, the distribution
of support samples is not fully considered, leading to outliers
influencing this strategy. How to address this issue is one
of our future works. Also, the hashing net in this article
was constructed under the paradigm of supervised learning.
To further relieve the model from the demands of labeled data,
many other techniques can be adopted in the future, such as
self-supervised learning and multi-task learning.
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